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OVERVIEW 
This year’s Outlook and Analysis Letter continues upon our tradition of evaluating both the 
production of outdoor recreation opportunities at, and the operational efficiency of, the nation’s 
state park systems. In previous years, our analysis has focused on each of these areas 
independently. The 2012 Outlook an Analysis Letter1 developed and applied the production 
equation, which estimates annual visitation levels; the work was later published in the Journal of 
Environmental Management2. In 20133, we turned our attention to operational efficiency, using 
stochastic frontier models to analyze how cost efficient each of the states’ park systems has 
historically been at accommodating visitors, employing personnel, managing capital 
improvement efforts and generating revenues. Our operational/technical efficiency model was 
subsequently published in Environmental Management4 and later extended in a piece published 
in Environmental Science and Policy5. This year, we have developed an elegant solution to link 
both the production equation, which is designed to estimate annual visitation levels, and the 
operational/technical efficiency model. The solution is a linked log-expenditure model that 
involves estimating the production equation, this time with a stochastic frontier specification (as 
opposed to the generalized linear model used in the earlier 2012 Outlook and Analysis Letter1 
and its accompanying journal article2. The production model assumes a state park systems’ 
attendance is a function of capital improvements, labor and revenue; the model is fit to data 
from the 50 state park systems over a 32-year period (1984-2015). Through the use of a 
stochastic frontier specification, which involves composed error terms, we are able to piece 
apart unexplained variation in the model that is caused by managers’ long-term inefficient 
decision making and unexplained variation caused by standard error. We save the state-specific 
marginal inefficiency estimates and subsequently used them as predictors of each park systems’ 
annual operating expenditures in a linked log-expenditure equation. This linked approach allows 
us to estimate the cost of inefficient decision making for the 50 state park systems within the 
United States over the past 32 years. Our results reveal the financial costs of inefficient decision 
making are highly variable across the 50 state park systems. Our analysis, along with an 
updated presentation of recent trends in the park systems’ ‘vital statistics’, gives national- and 
state-level leadership a better understanding of what the future has in store for the vast array of 
high-quality outdoor recreation opportunities offered throughout the nation’s state park systems. 
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OUTLOOK 
 
GENERAL FORECASTING METHODOLOGY 
For each of the key variables reported in this outlook and analyses—attendance, operating 
expenditures, capital expenditures, revenue, labor and acreage—we forecast point estimates 
ahead for three years. This is accomplished through a weighted linear moving average. Data 
were estimated using the weighted linear trend over the previous 3 years, t-3. We assigned 
more weight to the observed data points closer to the year for which estimates are being 
calculated. Specifically, observed data for the year of estimation t was assigned a weight of 3, 
observed data at t-1 was assigned a weight of 2 and observed data at t-2 was assigned a 
weight of 1. For example the estimated attendance in 2016 was calculated as: 
 
1
6
((1 ∗ 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒2014) + (2 ∗ 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒2015) + (3 ∗ 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒2016)) 
 
ATTENDANCE – TRENDS  
Attendance refers to the total counts of day and overnight visitation to both fee and non-fee 
areas6. The long-term trends in attendance for all state park systems can be seen in Figure 1. 
Visitation to the states’ parks systems has risen steadily since the beginning of our sampling 
period in 1984 when they received a total of 643 million visits. Attendance reached its peak in 
2000, when the states’ park systems received 786.6 million visits; it has since leveled off to 
around 750 million annual visits. For 2015, attendance to the states’ park systems climbed from 
the 739.6 million visits reported in 2014 to 759.2 million visits; this is a 2.62% increase. 
 
  
Figure 1. Total annual attendance to the 50 state park systems. 
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ATTENDANCE – FORECASTS 
Attendance is expected to gradually increase over the next three years (Figure 2). Based on 
recent trends, annual attendance is expected to hover around 750 million visits (747 million in 
2016, 753 million in 2017 and 759 million in 2018). 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2. Forecasted annual attendance for the 50 state park systems. 
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OPERATING EXPENDITURES – TRENDS 
Operating expenditures are payments made for goods and services to manage a state park 
system6. The long-term trends in operating expenditures, expressed as 2015 dollars, across all 
state park systems are illustrated in Figure 3. After controlling for inflation, the data reveal 
operating expenditures have risen over the past 32 years. On average, inflation adjusted 
operating expenditures have increased by $22.5 million dollars per year since 1984. More 
recently however, the states’ park systems’ inflation adjusted operating budgets have declined. 
For 2015 the states’ park systems’ inflation adjusted operating expenditures decreased to $2.46 
billion from the $2.70 billion reported in 2014; this is a 9.37% decrease. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 3. Total annual operating expenditures for the 50 state park systems. 
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE – FORECASTS 
Recent trends suggest expenditures associated with providing the goods and services required 
to manage the states’ park systems will continue to decline over the coming years (Figure 4). 
We expect total operating expenditures for 2016 to be $2.59 billion; this is expected to decrease 
to $2.54 billion in 2017 and to $2.46 billion in 2018. 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 4. Forecasted operating expenditures for the 50 state park systems. 
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURES – TRENDS  
Capital expenditures are non-recurring expenditures used to improve the productive capacity of 
a state park system6. Typically, these are for land acquisition, periodic park improvements and 
construction. The long-term trend in inflation adjusted capital expenditures reveals a relatively 
stable pattern over the past 32 years (Figure 5) with the exception of a notable spike in 2005. 
Inflation adjusted capital expenditures have declined steadily since the 2008 recession, as 
would be expected given large-scale reductions in state appropriations, park-generated 
revenues and other funding sources tied to the health of the states’ economies4. The states’ 
park system managers reported capital expenditure of $786 million in 2015, which is above the 
$690 million reported in 2014; a 13.0% increase. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 5. Total annual capital expenditures across the 50 state park systems. 
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURES – FORECAST  
Recent trends suggest capital outlays for improving the productive capacity of the states’ park 
systems will remain relatively stable at around $760 million per year over the next three years 
(Figure 6). We estimate total capital expenditures to be $735 million in 2016, $754 million in 
2017 and $786 million in 2018. 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 6. Forecasted annual expenditures across the 50 state park systems. 
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REVENUE – TRENDS 
Revenue is money generated from use fees and charges; it includes all revenue from ‘entrance 
fees’, ‘camping fees’, ‘cabin/cottage rentals’, ‘lodge rentals’, ‘group facility rentals’, ‘restaurants’, 
‘concessions’, ‘beaches/pools’, ‘golf courses’ and ‘other’ sources such as donations6. Revenue 
data within the AIX archive reveal steady increases throughout the 32-year sampling frame 
(Figure 7). This past year (2015) however, total revenues dropped substantially to $1.14 billion, 
a 6.11% decrease from the $1.21 billion reported in (2014). 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 7. Total annual revenues generated by the 50 state park systems. 
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REVENUE – FORECASTS 
Given the consistency of reporting in annual revenue data, we can be very confident in our 
forecasted values for the upcoming years (Figure 8). We estimate total revenues generated 
across all state park systems will be $1.18 billion in 2016, $1.17 billion in 2017 and $1.14 billion 
in 2018. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 8. Forecasted revenues generated by the 50 state park systems. 
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LABOR – TRENDS 
The labor required to maintain the states’ park systems saw increases from 1984 to the early 
2000s (Figure 9). State park system operators reported a high of 57,815 employees in 1985. 
However since 2002, total employment across the states’ park systems has declined. This is 
notable given the gradual increases in both attendance and acreage over the same time period. 
The trends illustrate a persistent demand placed upon state park operators to accommodate 
more users across larger areas with fewer and fewer personnel. Data from 2015 reveal a 
notable increase in the total number of employees. A total of 49,413 positions were reported for 
2015, a 6.10% increase from the 46,489 reported in 2014. 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 9. Total labor required to maintain outdoor recreation opportunities provided within the 50 state park 
systems. 
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LABOR – FORECASTS 
Recent trends within the labor data suggest the states’ park systems will begin to increase 
employment levels over the coming years (Figure 10). We expect total employment to be 
48,533 in 2016, 48,439 in 2017 and 49,413 in 2018. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 10. Forecasted labor required to maintain outdoor recreation opportunities provided within the 50 state 
park systems. 
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ACREAGE – TRENDS 
Acreage refers to the total acreage within the states’ park systems managed as ‘parks’, 
‘recreation areas’, ‘natural areas’, ‘historical areas’, ‘environmental education areas’, ‘scientific 
areas’, ‘forests’, ‘fish and wildlife areas’ and ‘other miscellaneous areas’6. The total area 
managed within the states’ park systems has increased steadily since 1984 with notable 
expansions in recent years (Figure 11). Specifically, the year 2014 saw a 17.7% increase in 
acreage over 2013, growing from 15.25 million acres to 18.20 million acres. This past year 
(2015), the states’ park systems continued to grow as total acreage increased to 18.37 million 
acres; this is a 0.90% increase over 2014. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 11. Total acreage within the 50 state park systems. 
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ACREAGE – FORECASTS 
We expect the total size dedicated to the states’ park systems will continue to increase 
gradually over the coming years (Figure 12). Based on recent trends, total acreage in 2016 will 
be 17.80 million acres. In 2017 the size is expected to increase to 18.32 million and in 2018, it is 
expected to reach 18.37 million. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 12. Forecasted acreage within the 50 state park systems. 
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ANALYSIS: THE COST OF INEFFICIENCY ACROSS U.S. STATE PARK SYSTEMS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Public land management agencies across the United States face a host of bureaucratic and 
financial constraints in their efforts to provide outdoor recreation opportunities to the public. For 
example, partisan debates over the federal budget have led to 18 government shutdowns, 
resulting in the immediate closure of hundreds of national parks, monuments and wildlife 
refuges. In 2013, over 400 National Parks were closed and thousands of federally employed 
resource managers were furloughed as a result of a shutdown. Political gridlock and ideological 
divides not only limit the provision of outdoor recreation opportunities on federal lands, 
opportunities provided on state lands have been directly affected as well. For example, 
Alabama’s Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, which operates their state park 
system, has had to transfer Department funds to the state’s general fund for five years in a row 
(2012-2016 budget years) to cover state deficits. These funding transfers, which now total $30 
million USD, have severely limited the ability of the state park system to higher the professional, 
technical and seasonal staff required to keep park gates open. Currently, the director of 
Alabama State Parks is considering the long-term closure of several parks in an effort to 
maintain high quality recreation opportunities within at least some park units7,8. 
 
Given the constant concerns over congressional appropriations, many recreation resource 
management agencies are beginning to implement internal revenue generation programs. 
These programs often call for the establishment of, or increase in, visitor fees. Most state and 
federal agencies charge fees for access, camping, facility rentals and other amenities. For 
example, the California State Legislature passed a series of laws beginning in budget year 2013 
requiring their state park system to develop a prioritized action plan to increase revenues and 
the collection of user fees through a variety of mechanisms such as “peak demand pricing at 
popular campgrounds and other high-demand park facilities” and the establishment of an 
“adopt-a-park” sponsorship program designed to encourage donations9–11. Increasing revenues 
through the establishment of, or increase in, user fees can be highly contentious and recreation 
resource managers cannot be certain raising fees will result in higher quality outdoor recreation 
opportunities and increased visitation12. Recreation resource managers could benefit from 
rigorous empirical research focused on determining if, and to what extent, revenue-generating 
mechanisms actually influence visitation. The first objective of this research is to formally test a 
hypothesis that revenue generation significantly influences resource utilization, even after 
controlling for other factors known to influence visitation levels. We do this by refining a 
stochastic frontier model in which the utilization of a park system (i.e., visitor-hours per acre) is a 
function of that park system’s ability to generate revenue from user-fees and other sources as 
well as its investments in capital improvements and labor2. Our analysis is focused on the 
operations of the 50 state park systems within the United States over the past 32 years. 
 
The log-utilization equation we employ involves regressing a park system’s annual visitation 
(person-hours per acre) on its ability to generate revenue and its investments in capital 
improvements and labor. We fit the model with a parametric stochastic frontier statistical 
specification, which is grounded in the assumption that no economic agent can exceed an ideal 
‘production frontier’ in which they receive a 100% return in outputs (i.e., visitation) for each 
additional input. When applied to the utilization of the nation’s state park systems, this translates 
to inferring no state park system can achieve a perfectly elastic relationship between factors 
under their control (the ability to generate revenues, investments in capital improvements and 
the decision to employ more personnel) and visitors’ consumption of outdoor recreation 
opportunities within their system. The production frontier represents the theoretical optimal 
efficiency of each individual state park system. Importantly, the stochastic frontier specification 
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allows us to estimate per-state deviations from the theoretical optimum. We refer to these per-
state deviations as inefficiency estimates, they are the extent to which a park system is 
underutilized relative to state park managers’ decisions affecting the quality of outdoor 
recreation opportunities offered within their system. Estimating inefficiency via a time-varying 
stochastic frontier model allows us to achieve our second objective, which is to track changes in 
inefficiency for all 50 state park system over the past 32 years. 
 
The third and final objective of this research is to estimate the costs of inefficiency for each of 
the nation’s state park systems. The costs of inefficiency are financial values representing park 
system operating expenditures that are “lost” due to management decisions that do not yield a 
return to scale for utilization. We employ a linked equation, in which state-specific inefficiency 
estimates are used as predictors of each park system’s annual operating expenditures. This 
linked approach allows us to estimate the cost of inefficiency for each of the 50 state park 
systems. Our intent is to monetize inefficiency, allowing state park system managers to see the 
true financial costs of inefficient management decisions and, just as important, to see trends in 
those costs across time. We begin by describing the log-utilization and log-expenditure 
equations and follow this by restating our research objectives before outlining the data and 
statistical specifications used. 
 
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE LOG-UTILIZATION EQUATION 
In explaining the utilization of the nation’s state park systems, we view a visitor’s utility (u) from 
his/her visits to a state park as u(x, z). The symbol x is the output of a visitor’s recreation 
experiences from his/her state park visits and z is the set of factors over which the state park 
system manager has discretion. We refer to the set of factors over which the manager has 
discretion as input factors, they include: 
 
1) The ability to implement revenue generation programs; 
2) Investments in capital improvements; and 
3) Investments in labor. 
 
State park system managers, in supplying visitors with outdoor recreation opportunities, solve 
the following problem, max u(x, z), using the known input factors according to the relationship x 
= f(z). The f symbol appears as a functional argument because prices and wages are variable. 
Operating in the best welfare of visitors, state park system managers solve the maximization 
problem necessary to produce outdoor recreation by substituting the visitor response function 
into the visitor’s own utility function. This implies state park system managers will continue to 
increase input factors until visitors’ marginal utility equals their marginal disutility. That is, 
managers will continue to appropriate resources until utilization increases to an optimum 
quantity. 
 
Input factors: Capital expenditures. The utilization of a state park system is also highly 
dependent upon the orientation and amenities offered by that system. State park systems tend 
to be guided by legislation and mission statements focused on either preservation, mixed-use or 
recreation and tourism13. Systems with a preservation orientation focus more on preserving and 
protecting natural landscapes and biological diversity. Conversely, recreation- and tourism-
oriented systems focus much less on either preserving ecological integrity; they see parklands 
as drivers of economic development and actively encourage the establishment of relatively high-
cost recreational services such as golf courses, spas and resorts14. Systems with different 
orientations will logically have highly variable capital expenditures, and subsequently, responses 
in utilization. A $200M high-end state-funded resort in a system with a “recreation and tourism” 
orientation is likely to result in only a small increase in visitation from a select clientele, while a 
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$500K rails-to-trails project in a system with a “preservation” orientation will result in much more 
substantial increase in visitation. 
 
Input factors: Labor. Labor is also another key factor that state park system managers have 
discretionary control over and is likely to influence park system utilization. Labor is the total 
count of employees responsible for establishing and maintaining the environmental quality and 
level of visitor services within a park system. As environmental quality and visitor services 
improve, it is logical to assume that visitation would as well. 
 
Input factors: Revenue. Since the beginning of the 2008 recession, state officials have faced 
difficult decisions regarding how to provide high quality outdoor recreation opportunities to 
visitors while minimizing the need to implement, or increase the use of, revenue generation 
programs. Managers in different states make choices based upon a highly variable set of 
context-dependent factors such as the dispersed geographical locations of their state parks, 
legal restrictions on salary levels of park employees, restrictions on permissible debt, the 
deterioration of market conditions and shortfalls in the state’s tax revenue collections. Against 
this backdrop, managers experience political pressures to have visitors to their state’s park 
systems assume more of the financial burden for their use of park resources. However, park 
managers do not want to set usage fees too high so they substantially reduce visitation or 
“price-out” lower-income populations. 
 
LINKED LOG-EXPENDITURE EQUATION 
For conceptual purposes, we will be assuming state park system managers are attempting to 
maximize the public enjoyment of state resources while minimizing operating expenditures 
associated with providing and managing outdoor recreation opportunities2. This assumption 
forms the basis of our linked log-expenditure equation. Adopting both the output maximization 
and the cost minimization concepts, Siderelis and colleagues2 constructed an empirically-
grounded method for estimating the utilization of an individual state park system. The equation 
developed by Siderelis et al.2 can be expressed as 
 
x = f(k, l, r) (1) 
 
where: 
 
x = utilization of the park system;  
k = capital expenditures;  
l = labor (environmental and visitor services); and  
r = revenue (visitors’ ability and willingness to pay park charges). 
 
We modify the utilization equation to include a linked-expenditure equation. The expenditure 
equation regresses a state park system’s annual operating expenditures on both observed 
utilization and state-specific inefficiency estimates (yielded as part of a composed error term in 
stochastic frontier models). The linked log-expenditure equation is expressed as 
 
c = f(x, u) (2) 
 
where: 
 
c = operating expenditures; and  
u = inefficiency estimate from Equation 1. 
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The cost of inefficiency for each state park system is extracted by solving 
 
𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑻𝑼 = 𝜷𝑼 (
𝒄
𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒖
). (3) 
 
OBJECTIVES 
As noted in the introduction, the three objectives of this research are to: 
 
1. Formally test a hypothesis that revenue generation significantly influences resource 
utilization, even after controlling for other factors known to influence visitation levels; 
2. Track changes in inefficiency for all 50 state park systems over the past 32 years; and 
3. Estimate the costs of inefficiency for each of the nation’s state park systems. 
 
Objective 1 will be achieved by fitting Equation 1 to a panel dataset describing the operations of 
all 50 state park systems over the past 32 years. Objective 2 will be achieved by graphing u, the 
state specific inefficiency estimate generated by fitting Equation 1 with a parametric time-varying 
stochastic frontier model15. Objective 3 will be achieved by using the inefficiency estimates u to 
fit Equation 2 and subsequently solve for Equation 3. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Data Source. Sample data are obtained from the Annual Information Exchange database16, 
which has tracked numerous variables related to the operations of all 50 state park systems in 
the U.S. between 1984 to 2015. We use all 32 years of available data in the analysis reported 
here (N = 1,600). When we refer to year, we mean the fiscal year, which begins in October and 
ends in September of the following year. Prior to analysis, we: 
 
 Filled missing data using linear interpolation to create a fully balanced dataset. Missing 
data were due to inconsistent data collection standards across state park systems. Only 
a small proportion of data are missing, mostly for capital expenditures17. 
 Adjusted all monetary variables (capital expenditures, operating expenditures and 
revenue) to a 2015 base rate to compensate for inflation. We made the adjustments 
using the Visitor Price Index values for all Urban Households (www.bls.gov). 
 Normalized all measures by the acreage of individual park systems to impose linear 
homogeneity. Acreage is the total area of a state’s park system including parks, 
recreation areas, natural areas, historical areas, environmental education areas, 
scientific areas, forests, fish and wildlife areas and ‘other miscellaneous areas’ 16. 
Consequently, we express all measures in our analysis relative to the total acreages 
within their respective state park systems. 
 Transformed all measures by their natural logarithms. 
 
MEASURES 
 
Utilization. The utilization (visitor-hours) of a state’s park system is the measure of the annual 
attendance by visitors from the total count of day and overnight visitation to both fee and non-
fee areas. Each visit is modeled at a constant of 3.012 hours long, which is derived from 
Siikamäki18. 
 
Input factors. The three input factors of revenue, capital expenditure and labor are defined as 
follows: 
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 Park-generated revenues are the monies generated from user fees and charges, which 
includes all revenue from entrance fees, camping fees, cabin or cottage rentals, lodge 
rentals, group facility rentals, restaurants, concessions, beaches or pools, golf courses 
and other sources such as donations. 
 Capital expenditures are non-recurring expenditures used to improve the outdoor 
recreation opportunities offered within a state park system; these expenditures are 
usually for land acquisition and the construction of new facilities or amenities.  
 Labor is a measure of the total count of full-time, part-time and seasonal employees who 
maintain and operate a state park system. Each employee is assumed to work 2,080 
hours per year. 
 
Operating expenditures. Operating expenditures are payments made by park system 
managers for goods and services to manage their state park system; this excludes other related 
expenditures for things such as grants-in-aid to other entities. 
 
Inefficiency. Inefficiency is an estimate of the state-specific time-varying fixed-effect (u); the 
estimate is generated by fitting the log-utilization equation (Equation 1) with a time-varying 
parametric stochastic frontier statistical specification15. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Log-utilization equation. In what follows, i refers to each of the 50 state park systems and t 
refers to each year from 1984 to 2015. Parameterizing Equation 1 with the measures described 
above allows us to specify the log-utilization equation as: 
 
𝐥𝐧 𝒙𝒊𝒕 = 𝒂𝒊 + 𝜷𝟏 𝐥𝐧 𝒙𝒊𝒕−𝟏  + 𝜷𝟐 𝐥𝐧 𝒌𝒊𝒕 + 𝜷𝟑 𝐥𝐧 𝒍𝒊𝒕 +   𝜷𝟒𝒓𝒊𝒕 − 𝒖𝒊𝒕 + 𝒗𝒊𝒕 (4) 
 
where: 
 
x = utilization (visitor-hours per acre); 
k = capital expenditures (non-recurring capital expenditures per acre); 
l = labor (person-hour per acre); 
r = visitors’ willingness to pay park charges (revenue per acre); 
u = state-specific time-varying inefficiency estimate; and 
v = the standard idiosyncratic disturbance parameter. 
 
Given the dynamic nature of the longitudinal panel data, we included the lagged utilization 
measure 𝒙𝒊𝒕−𝟏 to account for unobservable historical factors. We fit the log-utilization equation 
(Equation 4) with a modified-least squares dummy variable specification using the sfpanel 
command with the fecss option in Stata 14.019. The modified-least squares dummy variable 
specification uses a time-varying, unit-specific intercept ai which allows for the estimation of 
state- and time-specific inefficiency point estimates via linked regression estimates15,19,20. We fit 
the equation with the request for robust standard errors due to observing heteroscedasticity 
across the panels, tested for using the Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test for constant 
variance (χ2 (50) = 791.44; p ≥ χ2 = 0.000) via the xttest3 command. We used the post-
estimation statistical routine predict to compute point estimates of inefficiency (uit). 
 
Linked log-expenditure equation. We specified the linked log-expenditure equation as: 
 
𝐥𝐧 𝒄𝒊𝒕 =  𝒂𝒊  + 𝜷𝟏 𝐥𝐧 𝒄𝒊𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜷𝟐 𝐥𝐧 𝒙𝒊𝒕 + 𝜷𝟑 𝐥𝐧 𝒖𝒊𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊𝒕 +  𝒆𝒊𝒕 (5) 
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where: 
 
c = operating expenditures (operating expenditures per acre); 
u = estimated inefficiency (from Equation 4); 
q = state-specific time-varying fixed-effect; and 
e = the standard idiosyncratic disturbance parameter. 
 
We used a least squared dummy variable estimator to fit the linked log-expenditure equation to 
correct for the known issue of downward biased estimates derived from time-varying fixed-effect 
estimators21. The consistent Blundell-Bond estimator was specified to initialize the bias 
correction, the statistical routine also applies the corrected approximation for the downward bias 
with robust standard errors22. Since the year-over-year allocation of long-run operating 
expenditures by a park system manager follows an autoregressive process, we lagged the long-
run operating expenditures by one year 𝒄𝒊𝒕−𝟏. We set uit = ?̂?𝒊𝒕 from Equation 4. The linked log-
expenditure equation was fit with the xtlsdvc command in Stata 14.023.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Descriptive statistics. Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics for each of the 50 state park 
systems from 1984 to 2015. All values are normalized according to the size of each state park 
system (i.e., per acre) and all monetary values are adjusted to 2015 USD. On average for the 
past 32 years, the park systems in Rhode Island and Hawaii experience the highest utilization of 
1,744 and 1,519 visitor-hours per acre, respectively. Regarding the capital improvements of the 
states’ park systems, the state park systems of Delaware and the Rhode Island spent $1,134 
per acre and $1,080 per acre in capital expenditures, respectively, on average over the past 32 
years. The state park systems of Rhode Island and Kentucky have the largest labor pools for 
their size, allocating an average of 110 and 100 person-hours per acre from 1984 to 2015, 
respectively. Average annual revenues of $1,712 per acre generated by the Kentucky State 
Park system were the highest in the U.S., reflecting the system’s heavy utilization of resorts and 
their strong orientation towards tourism. Finally, the Kentucky state park system spent the most 
per acre to provide outdoor recreation and tourism opportunities, spending an average of 
$2,636 per acre. 
 
Log-utilization. Results of the log-utilization equation (Equation 4) are shown in Table 2, Panel 
A. The 50 observations for 1984 were not included in the estimation processes due to the 
presence of the lagged dependent variables. Analysis revealed the lagged utilization variable as 
well as both capital expenditures and labor were positively related to utilization, as we would 
logically expect. It is appropriate to interpret the lagged utilization coefficient as an effect of 
visitors who make recurring annual visits to certain state park systems (most likely to specific 
state park units)24. Only two of the input factors we believed were directly related to park system 
utilization, capital expenditures (non-recurring capital expenditures per acre) and labor (person-
hours per acre), were significantly and positively related to park system utilization rates. Park 
systems that have invested more in non-recurring capital expenditures such as facilities 
construction have been able to provide more outdoor recreation and tourism opportunities to 
visitors. Similarly, park systems that have larger workforces to ensure visitor satisfaction and 
resource protection have been able to attract more visitors over the past 32 years. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics (all values are per acre). 
State park 
system 
Visitor-hours 
Capital 
Expendituresa Person-hours Revenuea 
Operating 
Expendituresa 
?̅?b cv b ?̅?b cv b ?̅?b cv b ?̅?b cv b ?̅?b cv b 
Alabama 327.2 0.18 145.6 1.31 36.8 0.30 801.8 0.23 988.2 0.20 
Alaska 4.4 0.19 1.7 0.67 0.1 0.32 0.8 0.48 3.4 0.15 
Arizona 140.1 0.41 177.0 0.69 10.6 0.25 178.7 0.30 428.4 0.22 
Arkansas 450.1 0.17 373.1 1.01 42.0 0.32 474.8 0.20 980.1 0.19 
California 160.2 0.16 59.8 0.80 5.8 0.26 82.0 0.24 290.7 0.18 
Colorado 91.1 0.35 69.1 0.83 5.1 0.42 73.3 0.43 110.7 0.61 
Connecticut 122.7 0.14 78.0 1.14 8.4 0.50 35.7 0.22 106.9 0.16 
Delaware 580.9 0.20 1134.2 0.90 65.1 0.13 611.0 0.13 1227.1 0.28 
Florida 97.1 0.24 108.9 1.30 5.7 0.30 87.1 0.12 176.2 0.20 
Georgia 536.6 0.34 307.8 1.46 31.7 0.31 476.8 0.22 995.7 0.30 
Hawaii 1519.0 0.46 339.0 0.94 10.5 0.29 89.7 0.40 435.3 0.29 
Idaho 200.5 0.27 138.2 0.78 16.1 0.39 121.2 0.34 340.4 0.44 
Illinois 284.5 0.32 204.6 0.79 4.9 0.45 20.2 0.31 182.3 0.27 
Indiana 369.0 0.33 111.1 1.01 27.8 0.28 323.5 0.10 400.3 0.18 
Iowa 589.3 0.24 172.1 0.92 10.0 0.28 74.8 0.34 259.7 0.26 
Kansas 481.6 0.50 92.3 0.87 14.3 0.52 179.0 0.50 331.2 0.46 
Kentucky 885.6 0.71 556.8 0.83 100.3 0.31 1712.0 0.21 2635.8 0.19 
Louisiana 118.9 0.23 421.1 0.96 24.7 0.48 171.7 0.39 650.9 0.37 
Maine 73.6 0.31 20.9 0.90 6.7 0.37 39.3 0.33 111.3 0.31 
Maryland 150.4 0.42 107.3 0.53 10.8 0.37 100.5 0.34 242.2 0.28 
Massachusetts 178.8 0.38 126.3 0.45 12.0 0.35 42.3 0.33 204.6 0.24 
Michigan 255.9 0.11 52.3 0.64 11.8 0.26 177.5 0.15 230.8 0.16 
Minnesota 97.0 0.14 55.8 0.62 6.8 0.28 72.9 0.21 198.9 0.28 
Mississippi 430.8 0.45 207.8 0.75 39.5 0.23 488.5 0.16 1009.9 0.27 
Missouri 327.6 0.20 134.8 1.27 11.9 0.34 71.5 0.26 303.5 0.27 
Montana 173.1 0.54 72.2 0.75 8.2 0.19 55.2 0.63 168.8 0.21 
Nebraska 219.4 0.14 26.8 0.58 13.7 0.15 150.3 0.30 186.9 0.26 
Nevada 67.7 0.15 31.2 0.73 3.3 0.18 21.4 0.35 88.4 0.30 
New Hampshire 143.4 1.07 119.1 1.85 19.0 1.05 196.9 0.89 194.2 0.93 
New Jersey 115.3 0.12 64.2 0.50 5.8 0.23 37.7 0.18 144.7 0.24 
New Mexico 126.3 0.28 72.7 0.85 5.1 0.27 59.5 0.30 233.3 0.44 
New York 343.6 0.78 139.3 0.78 26.2 0.70 177.1 0.64 523.0 0.72 
North Carolina 209.8 0.15 164.2 1.37 9.2 0.19 34.1 0.20 207.8 0.30 
North Dakota 156.7 0.15 92.8 0.57 19.1 0.28 99.6 0.21 230.9 0.20 
Ohio 930.1 0.22 157.7 0.89 17.3 0.14 197.3 0.23 531.3 0.17 
Oklahoma 567.9 0.19 129.5 0.76 22.9 0.59 452.8 0.34 720.3 0.36 
Oregon 1287.3 0.05 108.4 0.89 14.7 0.27 232.3 0.20 595.2 0.13 
Pennsylvania 384.3 0.04 123.9 0.85 12.3 0.19 75.0 0.24 380.2 0.16 
Rhode Island 1744.3 0.30 1080.2 0.58 110.2 0.21 644.8 0.20 1422.7 0.26 
South Carolina 303.9 0.15 106.7 1.02 20.6 0.33 316.2 0.12 453.8 0.18 
South Dakota 211.6 0.13 69.1 0.46 10.9 0.20 133.4 0.35 169.3 0.18 
Tennessee 549.1 0.24 156.9 0.86 22.8 0.19 304.0 0.22 599.7 0.19 
Texas 112.9 0.74 75.1 1.06 6.2 0.82 78.9 0.28 172.6 0.43 
Utah 142.8 0.51 85.9 0.75 5.9 0.26 97.4 0.33 275.0 0.35 
Vermont 39.6 0.88 38.0 1.99 10.2 0.39 128.0 0.31 141.1 0.31 
Virginia 277.1 0.49 345.4 1.04 27.6 0.45 192.2 0.51 472.1 0.51 
Washington 689.9 0.35 169.2 0.66 10.0 0.55 130.6 0.75 393.3 0.56 
West Virginia 129.8 0.08 31.5 1.37 14.8 0.17 152.3 0.11 253.9 0.11 
Wisconsin 310.0 0.16 108.5 0.44 9.9 0.38 148.9 0.20 208.8 0.20 
Wyoming 61.2 0.26 40.1 1.02 3.2 0.30 11.4 0.56 80.5 0.44 
Average 355.4 1.14 176.1 1.83 19.0 1.21 212.7 1.36 433.8 1.09 
a Expressed in 2015 USD. 
b Mean values of variables are from 1984 to 2015. The coefficient of variation (CV) is a percentage from the ratio of the 
standard deviation to the mean; the higher (lower) the percent, the greater (less) the variability in the annual values. 
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The revenue measure can be interpreted as the influence of visitors’ willingness to pay for 
outdoor recreation and tourism opportunities on park system utilization. The non-significance of 
this coefficient suggests that over the past 32 years, park systems capable of generating larger 
amounts of revenue have not been more utilized. The first research question we posed 
hypothesized the ability of a park system to generate revenue would be positively related to 
visitation within that system, even after controlling for other factors known to influence visitation; 
this does not appear to be the case. Consequently, we rejected the first hypothesis. 
 
The coefficients in Table 2, Panel A can also be interpreted as the percent change in utilization 
corresponding to a 1% increase (decrease) in that factor. Applying marginal analyses to the 
average values shown at the bottom of Table 1, we calculated the marginal effects of each 
factor input (point estimate of the marginal effect = β × ?̅? ?̅?⁄ ). For each dollar spent on non-
recurring capital expenditures by the states’ park systems over the past 32 years, utilization 
increased by 0.063 visitor-hours (0.031  (355.4/176.1)). For each additional person-hour of 
labor within a state park system, utilization increased by 6.603 visitor-hours (0.035  
(355.4/19.0)). 
 
The summary information for the standard errors σu and σv are at the bottom of Table 2, Panel A. 
The last standard error is the normally distributed error (𝒗𝒊𝒕) from the idiosyncratic error function. 
The prior listed standard error is for the pooled time-varying fixed-effect estimates (𝒖𝒊𝒕); these 
estimates are state specific, allowing them to be used in the subsequent linked log-expenditure 
equation described below. The resulting inefficiency estimates are shown in Figure 13. The 
figure illustrates notable temporal patterns across the 50 state park systems with values ranging 
from a minimum of 0.00 to a maximum of 2.37 (higher values indicate more inefficiency and 
smaller returns to scale). 
 
Overall, the log-utilization equation was statistically significant (Wald χ2 (4) = 155.50; p ≤ 0.00). 
The coefficients across the inputs in Table 2, Panel A sum to 0.837, suggesting a decreasing 
returns to scale. A value of 1.00 would indicate a uniform return to scale in which each 
additional input per acre would yield a 100% return in utilization per acre. 
 
Table 2. Results from log-utilization and linked log-expenditure equations (n = 1,550). 
Panel A. CSS modified-least squares dummy variable estimator 
Dependent variable = Utilization (ln visitor-hours per acre) Coef. 
Robust 
S. E. |z| p > |z| 
Time-lagged utilization (t-1) 0.325 0.058 5.580 0.000 
Capital expenditures (ln non-recurring capital expenditures per 
acre) 0.031 0.016 1.920 0.054 
Labor (ln person-hours per acre) 0.353 0.066 5.380 0.000 
Revenue (ln park-generated revenue per acre) 0.128 0.079 1.630 0.104 
σu 0.468    
σv 0.260    
Linear combination of parameters 0.837    
Wald χ2(4) = 125.64; p ≤  0.000     
  
Panel B. LSDV dynamic estimator  
Dependent variable = Operating expenditures per acre Coef. 
Robust 
S. E. |z| p > |z| 
Time-lagged long-run operating expenditures (t-1) 0.599 0.013 44.420 0.000 
Utilization (ln visitor-hours per acre) 0.304 0.012 25.040 0.000 
Inefficiencies (ln u) 0.090 0.031 2.930 0.003 
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 Figure 13. Inefficiency for all 50 U.S. State Park Systems estimated through the log-utilization equation. 
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Linked log-expenditures. Results from the linked log-expenditure equation are shown in Table 
2, Panel B. Overall, we computed an overall R2 of 0.697 (within R2 = 0.406; between R2 = 0.752) 
for the actual and expected long-run operating expenditures. The analysis revealed all the 
coefficients—time-lagged long-run operating expenditures, utilization rates and the point 
estimates of inefficiency (?̂?𝒊𝒕)—were statistically significant (p > |z| ≤ 0.01). The elasticity for 
each variable is the percent change in operating expenditures corresponding to a 1% increase 
(decrease) in each coefficient’s respective variable, with all other variables held constant. On 
average, a 1% increase (decrease) in operating expenditures at time t resulted in a 0.60% 
increase (decrease) in operating expenditures at time t+1. The marginal cost of a visitor-hour 
was $0.37 per acre (𝟎. 𝟑𝟎𝟒 × ?̅? ?̅?⁄ ) and the long-run average cost was $1.22 per acre (?̅? ?̅?⁄ ). All 
other things being equal, these findings indicate the nation’s state park systems are unlikely to 
break even in the near future. It is our impression the current trend of marginal costs exceeding 
the average costs in providing outdoor recreation and tourism opportunities to the public will 
continue even with additional or different cost pricing schemes and visitors’ willingness to pay 
those park charges25. The states’ park systems will still require the need for subsidies to cover 
losses from marginal cost pricing. We know from economic theory that marginal cost pricing 
would result in larger number of visitor-hours relative to average cost pricing given average cost 
pricing attempts to recover all operating and capital expenditures. 
 
Having included the measure of inefficiency in the log-expenditure equation, the marginal 
operational cost of inefficiency was $30.03 per acre of parkland for the average state park 
system (𝟎. 𝟎𝟗𝟎 ×  ?̅? ?̅?⁄ ). Average total marginal costs of inefficiency for each state park system 
over the past 32 years are shown in Column 2 of Table 3. Given the large variability in the 
inefficiency of state park system over the past 32 years, there is also a large amount of 
variability in the costs of inefficiency. Solving Equation 3 for each state park system yielded an 
average marginal cost of inefficiency of $12.34 per acre over the past 32 years (Table 3). The 
average marginal costs for a unit increase in inefficiency ranged from $0.10 per acre for Alaska 
to $47.11 per acre for Kentucky (Table 3, column 2). 
 
Columns 7 and 9 in Table 3 illustrate the average total cost of inefficiency for each state park 
system as well as the average total cost of inefficiency as a proportion of average annual 
operating expenditures. While the aggregate cost of inefficiency estimates (Column 7) may 
seem large, they are only an average of 6.1% of total annual operating expenditures. 
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Table 3. Average marginal costs (MC) per acre for unit increases in inefficiency (?̂?), average total cost of inefficiency (TCu), and percent of 
average total annual operating expenditure (C) from 1985-2014 sorted by  ?̂?. 
State park system 𝑴𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝒖 ($) Std. Dev. cv ?̅̂? a 𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒔̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝒖 𝑻𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ 𝒖b ($) ?̅?𝒖($) 𝑻𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ 𝒖 𝑪⁄  (%) 
Alabama 17.7 3.2 0.18 1.6 48,961.9 866,409.8 48,500,000 1.79 
Alaska 0.1 0.0 0.44 1.4 3,289,805.0 271,529.0 11,100,000 2.45 
Arizona 7.6 1.4 0.18 1.6 53,007.3 402,657.6 22,700,000 1.77 
Arkansas 21.9 6.2 0.28 1.4 50,760.4 1,111,551.8 50,200,000 2.21 
California 8.5 2.1 0.25 1.2 1,426,383.0 12,068,125.9 418,000,000 2.89 
Colorado 2.3 1.6 0.69 1.5 421,780.2 957,136.5 40,000,000 2.39 
Connecticut 2.6 0.6 0.24 1.3 189,121.5 487,753.4 20,100,000 2.43 
Delaware 25.1 7.6 0.30 1.5 19,931.0 499,385.2 24,700,000 2.02 
Florida 3.4 0.5 0.16 1.5 551,887.3 1,862,893.9 93,600,000 1.99 
Georgia 26.1 8.3 0.32 1.2 74,768.7 1,954,679.4 72,700,000 2.69 
Hawaii 39.1 11.4 0.29 0.0 28,410.4 1,112,200.8 12,000,000 9.27 
Idaho 7.8 3.6 0.46 1.4 45,715.7 355,817.3 15,400,000 2.31 
Illinois 9.2 3.0 0.32 0.6 414,148.3 3,821,643.7 72,800,000 5.25 
Indiana 9.2 1.6 0.17 1.4 140,462.8 1,285,472.4 51,200,000 2.51 
Iowa 15.0 5.2 0.35 0.5 76,724.5 1,150,741.7 17,800,000 6.46 
Kansas 12.7 6.8 0.54 0.9 72,048.4 912,660.5 13,300,000 6.86 
Kentucky 47.1 9.4 0.20 1.6 47,145.4 2,220,814.2 121,000,000 1.84 
Louisiana 8.7 3.9 0.46 2.0 39,944.6 345,953.2 26,400,000 1.31 
Maine 2.0 0.6 0.33 1.6 124,132.6 244,236.2 10,700,000 2.28 
Maryland 5.8 3.0 0.52 1.5 216,314.0 1,244,402.7 49,900,000 2.49 
Massachusetts 5.7 2.9 0.52 1.3 303,153.3 1,729,359.2 62,800,000 2.75 
Michigan 6.4 1.4 0.21 1.2 278,028.6 1,785,792.4 64,500,000 2.77 
Minnesota 4.1 1.6 0.38 1.5 247,819.3 1,013,217.6 49,900,000 2.03 
Mississippi 20.0 7.8 0.39 1.6 23,606.3 472,437.7 23,600,000 2.00 
Missouri 11.0 3.0 0.27 0.9 151,789.9 1,665,135.2 44,000,000 3.78 
Montana 4.3 1.4 0.31 1.3 52,727.4 228,184.5 8,860,964 2.58 
Nebraska 4.8 1.5 0.32 1.3 140,341.4 671,643.2 25,600,000 2.62 
Nevada 2.2 0.9 0.40 1.3 141,062.3 312,198.1 12,300,000 2.54 
New Hampshire 2.0 1.6 0.81 2.1 139,796.7 275,437.2 14,000,000 1.97 
New Jersey 3.6 0.7 0.20 1.3 362,903.4 1,299,094.0 51,100,000 2.54 
New Mexico 6.2 2.8 0.45 1.3 116,870.0 722,650.3 24,500,000 2.95 
New York 10.6 7.4 0.70 1.4 1,015,978.0 10,791,535.4 256,000,000 4.22 
North Carolina 6.9 2.6 0.38 1.1 165,607.7 1,141,216.4 35,100,000 3.25 
North Dakota 4.1 1.2 0.29 1.6 20,360.2 84,147.4 4,605,427 1.83 
Ohio 28.2 5.3 0.19 0.5 185,616.4 5,227,739.3 97,500,000 5.36 
Oklahoma 24.5 6.8 0.28 1.0 75,383.1 1,850,496.6 53,100,000 3.48 
Oregon 43.9 6.5 0.15 0.2 96,349.8 4,226,635.3 57,400,000 7.36 
Pennsylvania 15.2 3.1 0.20 0.8 286,238.3 4,349,737.3 109,000,000 3.99 
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Table 3 cont. Average marginal costs (MC) per acre for unit increases in inefficiency (?̂?), average total cost of inefficiency (TCu), and percent of 
average total annual operating expenditure (C) from 1985-2014 sorted by  ?̂?. 
State park system 𝑴𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝒖 ($) Std. Dev. cv
 a ?̅̂? b 𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒔̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝒖 𝑻𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ 𝒖c ($) ?̅?𝒖($) 𝑻𝑪̅̅ ̅̅ 𝒖 𝑪⁄  (%) 
Rhode Island 46.1 8.9 0.19 1.0 8977.8 413,523.3 12,800,000 3.23 
South Carolina 10.6 1.9 0.18 1.4 82,279.2 871,753.3 37,200,000 2.34 
South Dakota 4.5 1.3 0.29 1.3 98,700.3 448,910.6 16,800,000 2.67 
Tennessee 20.8 7.4 0.35 1.0 154,446.6 3,207,519.2 90,200,000 3.56 
Texas 3.2 1.4 0.42 1.6 546,896.4 1,760,825.4 82,600,000 2.13 
Utah 6.6 2.5 0.38 1.3 123,357.7 819,005.7 31,900,000 2.57 
Vermont 1.2 0.4 0.32 2.4 78,878.3 96,313.1 10,100,000 0.95 
Virginia 10.2 5.4 0.53 1.5 63,887.9 648,912.3 28,400,000 2.28 
Washington 24.9 16.5 0.66 0.4 211,243.6 5,259,750.2 69,600,000 7.56 
West Virginia 4.3 0.9 0.21 1.7 189,496.2 806,981.3 48,000,000 1.68 
Wisconsin 7.1 1.3 0.18 1.0 137,400.2 974,771.3 27,900,000 3.49 
Wyoming 2.1 1.0 0.50 1.3 120,409.6 248,161.4 9,684,828 2.56 
a The coefficient of variation (cv) is a percentage from the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean; the higher (lower) the percent, the greater (less) the 
variability in the annual values.  
b The mean inefficiency measures for the states’ park systems are from taken from the anti-logarithms of uit, the inefficiency measures resulting from the 
log-utilization equation. 
c We multiplied the marginal cost of inefficiency for each state’s park system by the average amount of acreage (1985-2015) to obtain the average total 
cost of inefficiency. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Objective 1: Formally test a hypothesis that revenue generation significantly influences 
resource utilization, even after controlling for other factors known to influence visitation 
levels. We developed and presented a theoretically-grounded utilization equation (Equation 1). 
The equation suggests that when state park system managers combine input factors to produce 
outdoor recreation and tourism opportunities, we assume those opportunities are operationally 
efficient (it is not possible to get the same amount of outdoor recreation and tourism 
opportunities using less of one factor and no more of any other of the factors). Utilization cannot 
decrease without a decrease in one of the input factors. Consequently, if managers fail to invest 
in capital improvements, their workforce and revenue generating mechanisms, utilization will 
decline. The concept also implies that if one factor increases and the state park system 
manager holds constant all other factors, recreation opportunities must increase. 
Fitting our utilization equation to the panel dataset describing the operations of all 50 state park 
systems over the past 32 years allowed us to formally test the hypothesis that revenue 
generation significantly influences resource utilization. We rejected this hypothesis, as there 
was no statistically significant relationship between revenue and utilization (p > |z| = 0.104). 
Inspecting the observed values, we did notice a positive and significant trend (ρ = 0.116; p ≤ 
0.001) in the amount of inflation-adjusted revenue generated by state park systems (also 
interpreted as visitors’ willingness to pay park charges). We also noticed a negative and 
statistically significant trend in the utilization (visitor-hours per acre) of the states’ park systems 
(ρ = -0.083; p ≤ 0.001) over the same 32-year period. These findings suggest that while more 
state park systems may be developing or expanding revenue generation programs, historically 
more revenue does not translate into the production of more outdoor recreation opportunities. 
State park system managers should be aware that the expanded use of revenue generating 
mechanisms (e.g., expanded or increased fees) has not resulted in an increase in state park 
system utilization. Revenue generating mechanisms may serve their intended purpose of 
alleviating the need for large congressional appropriations, but they do not translate into an 
increased consumption of outdoor recreation and tourism. 
 
As an aside, we confirm past accounts of states’ fiscal problems26 by finding the increase in 
operating expenditures in real dollar terms for the states’ park systems over the past 32 years is 
statistically insignificant (ρ = -0.016; p ≤ 0.53). We can only speculate that the relative 
insignificant increase in long-run operating expenditures may contribute in part to the increasing 
trend among state park system managers of asking visitors to pay more, or higher, fees and 
charges. 
 
Objective 2: Track changes in inefficiency for all 50 state park systems over the past 32 
years. Graphing the state specific inefficiency estimates generated by our log-utilization 
equation allowed us to illustrate the substantial variation in state park system managers’ ability 
to efficiently invest in capital improvements, their workforce (labor) and generate revenue to 
maximize utilization (Figure 13). Some state park systems such as Hawaii, Oregon, Washington 
and Iowa are very efficient in achieving returns to scale in utilization from decisions over each 
input factor under their control. Conversely, state park systems such as Vermont, New 
Hampshire, Louisiana and West Virginia are inefficiently producing outdoor recreation and 
tourism opportunities for their constituents. The graphs illustrated in Figure 13 should be used to 
guide comparative analyses of how individual state park systems “stack-up” against their 
neighbors who might (or might not) share the same orientiation toward the production of outdoor 
recreation and tourism opportunities13.
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Objective 3: Estimate the costs of inefficiency for each of the nation’s state park systems. 
By developing and testing a linked log-expenditure equation (Equation 5) that extends our 
previous work2, we were able to determine inefficiencies of the states’ park systems influencing 
their long-run operating expenditures. The inefficiency of state park systems relate to long-run 
operating expenditures such that increases (decreases) in the operating expenditures increases 
(decreases) with inefficiency. The finding confirms that as the allocation and managerial use of 
the input factors becomes more wasteful, the long-run operating expenditures will continue to 
rise.  
 
The time-varying fixed-effects statistical estimator used to fit the log-utilization equation 
(Equation 4) provides the ability to estimate state- and time-specific inefficiency estimates. This 
is essential when dealing with operational units guided by temporally dynamic decision-making 
processes. As shown in Figure 14, the inefficiencies of some state park systems such as those 
in Arkansas and Washington State are becoming more and more costly, while the inefficiencies 
of other states such as New Hampshire and New York are becoming less and less costly. The 
long-term trends can be used to identify specific states likely to face increasingly difficult 
budgetary challenges in the future, unless their state park system’s operations improve. 
 
Table 3 illustrates the important fact marginal costs of inefficiency are much higher for state park 
systems like Kentucky, Rhode Island, Oregon and Hawaii which have higher operating 
expenditures per acre relative to states like Alaska, Vermont, Maine and New Hampshire, which 
have much smaller per acre operating costs. On average, the total cost of inefficiency across 
the state park systems averaged 6.07% of average annual operating expenditures. However, 
this proportion ranged from 0.95% in Vermont to 9.27% in Hawaii. Those state park systems 
with the highest per acre marginal costs of inefficiency are more likely to face increasingly 
difficult budgetary challenges in the future as they attempt to maintain efficient operations. 
 
In summary, the nation’s state park system managers should reference the findings of this study 
and integrate the information provided into their strategic planning efforts and tactical decision-
making strategies. To this end, we see two viable strategies state park system managers can 
follow: Either increase utilization (visitor-hours) with the same amount of operating and capital 
expenditures and the same size workforce, or maintain current utilization levels with less 
operating and capital expenditures and fewer staff. Unfortunately, the old colloquium of needing 
to do more with less will continue to apply to the nation’s state park systems.
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 Figure 14. Marginal costs of inefficiency for all 50 U.S. State Park Systems estimated through the linked log-expenditure equation. 
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APPENDIX 
 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE AIX 
All analyses in this report utilize data collected from the Annual Information Exchange (AIX), a 
data collection and reporting system contracted to NC State University by the National 
Association of State Park Directors (NASPD). The AIX system is intended primarily for use by 
state park system operators and staff for: identifying program, facility and personnel needs; 
formulating budgetary requests for state legislatures; and comparing their programs with those 
of other states. Data collected by the AIX system include: 
 
 An inventory of the number, acreage and type of areas managed by each state park 
system;  
 An inventory of the number and type of facilities managed by each state park system; 
 Annual attendance counts broken down by fee-areas, non-fee areas, day-use areas and 
overnight use areas; 
 Annual capital and operating expenditures by each state park system; 
 Annual revenue generated by source (e.g., entrance fees, cabin rentals, etc.) for each 
state park system; and 
 An inventory of the number and type of personnel positions required to maintain each 
state park system, this includes salary ranges and an inventory of employee benefits. 
 
Each year, the AIX project team prepares a Statistical Report of State Park Operations, which 
details the data collection process and provides detailed definitions and descriptions of the 
reported data16. Individuals or organizations interested in utilizing data in the AIX system should 
contact the AIX Project Team lead, Dr. Yu-Fai Leung at leung@ncsu.edu. 
 
VARIABLES PULLED FROM THE AIX 
To conduct the analyses described in this report, we generated a longitudinal panel data set of 
key data collected through the AIX. The variables we utilize in our analyses are described in 
Table A1. Each variable is reported annually for each state park system between the years 
1984 and 2015. The AIX archive contains data back to 1979. However, poor data collection 
and/or archiving standards for data prior to 1984 prohibit their use. 
 
MODIFICATIONS TO ORIGINAL DATA 
Missing Data – Due to inconsistent data collection standards across state park systems, not all 
data are present in the AIX archive for each year. We used linear interpolation to fill missing 
values and create a fully balanced dataset2. 
 
Inflation – We adjusted all monetary variables (operating expenditures, capital expenditures and 
revenue) to a 2015 base rate to compensate for inflation. The adjustments were made using the 
Consumer Price Index for all Urban Households (www.bls.gov)3.  
 
Aggregation – To complete the trend analysis for all state park systems, we collapsed the data 
by year across all states4.  
 
                                                     
2  The Stata14 .do file is saved as “/interpolation.do”. 
3  The Stata14 .do file is saved as “/cpi_conversion.do”. 
4 The Stata14 .do file is saved as “/create_yearly_totals.do”. 
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Table A1. Variables from the AIX archive used to construct the longitudinal panel data set (1984 – 2015). 
Variable Definition 
Location in annual AIX 
Excel spreadsheets  
Attendance The total counts of day and overnight visitation to both fee and non-fee areas. Table 3 – L3:L52 
Operating 
Expenditures 
Payments made for goods and services to manage a state park system. Operating expenditures are 
funded through park generated revenue, general funds, dedicated funds, federal funds, and other funds 
such as interagency transfers and money generated through temporary leases. 
Table 5 – G3:G52 
Capital 
Expenditures 
Non-recurring expenditures used to improve the productive capacity of a state park system. Typically, 
these are for land acquisition, periodic park improvements, and construction. Capital expenditures are 
funded through park-generated revenue, state appropriations, dedicated funds, bonds, federal funds, and 
other sources such as gifts, grants, and transfers. 
Table 5 – Q3:Q52 
Revenue Monies generated from use fees and charges; this includes all revenue from ‘entrance fees’, ‘camping 
fees’, ‘cabin/cottage rentals’, ‘lodge rentals’, ‘group facility rentals’, ‘restaurants’, ‘concessions’, 
‘beaches/pools’, ‘golf courses’, and ‘other’ sources such as donations. 
Table 5 – DA3:DA52 
Labor The total count of full-time, part-time, and seasonal employees who maintain, operate, and protect a state 
park system. 
Table 6 – U3:U52 
Acreage The total acreage within each state park system; this includes ‘parks’, ‘recreation areas’, ‘natural areas’, 
‘historical areas’, ‘environmental education areas’, ‘scientific areas’, ‘forests’, ‘fish and wildlife areas’, and 
‘other miscellaneous areas’. 
Table 1 – AN3:AN52 
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